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Abstract. Sharing real-world datasets that are subject to continuous change (creates, updates and deletes) poses challenges to data consumers e.g., historical versioning, change frequency. This is evident for Knowledge Graphs (KG) that are materialized from such datasets, where keeping the graph synchronized with the original datasets is only achieved by frequently and fully regenerating the KG. However, this approach is time-consuming, loses history, and wastes computing resources due to reprocessing of unnecessary data. In this paper, we present a KG generation approach that is capable of efficiently handling changing data sources and their different data change advertisement strategies. We investigate different change advertisement strategies of data sources, propose algorithms to detect implicitly advertised changes, and introduce our approach IncRML (Incremental RDF Mapping Language). IncRML combines RML and FnO functions to detect and classify changes in data sources across an RML mapping process. We also allow to optionally and automatically publish these changes in the form of a Linked Data Event Stream (LDES), relying on the W3C Activity Streams 2.0 vocabulary to describe changes semantically. This way, the changes are also communicated to consumers. We present our approach and evaluate it qualitatively on a set of test cases, and quantitatively using a modified version of the GTFS Madrid Benchmark (taking change into account), and various real-world data sources (bike-sharing, transport timetables, weather, and geographical). On average, our approach reduces the necessary storage and used computing resources for generating and storing multiple versions of a KG (up to 315.83x less storage, 4.59x less CPU time, and 1.51x less memory), reducing KG construction time up to 4.41x. The performance gains are more explicit for larger datasets, while for smaller datasets, our approach’s overhead partially nullifies such performance gains. Our approach reduces the overall cost of publishing and maintaining KGs, which may contribute to the uptake of semantic technologies. Moreover, the use of LDES as a Web-native publishing protocol enables that not only the KG publisher benefits from the concise and timely communication of changes, but also third-parties if the publisher chooses to make it public. In the future, we plan to explore end-to-end performance, possible optimizations on our change detection algorithms and the use of windows to expand our approach to streaming data sources.
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1. Introduction

Most real-world datasets are not static. Whether it be the inclusion of new observations, the rectification of errors, or the evolution of data collection methodologies, datasets are, by their very nature, subject to continuous change (creates, updates, and deletes). The change frequency may vary, with some datasets undergoing rapid transformations while others experiencing a more gradual evolution. Regardless of the particular change frequency, consumers
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of such datasets find themselves impacted by these alterations. Consumers must take this continuous change flow into account when using the data [1] and incorporate these changes to stay synchronized with the current state of the original dataset. This leads them to face challenges such as storing multiple versions to keep historic records, having enough capacity to handle dataset’s size when processing changes, and keeping up with dataset’s change frequency.

Moreover, data integration processes such as Knowledge Graph (KG) generation are currently repeated every time one of the original data sources is changed [2, 3].

This approach is unsustainable and makes applications with real-time information (e.g., public transport routing) inefficient: (i) computing resources and time are wasted reprocessing all data even when large parts remain unchanged, (ii) history is not preserved because only the last version is made available, and (iii) the data integration process must keep up with the change frequency of the original data sources. Thus, the integrated dataset might be outdated even before it is completely regenerated. Change Data Capture approaches [2] try to address this problem by using database logs to discover changes, comparing snapshots of data dumps, etc. However, current approaches for integrating heterogeneous data sources into KGs cannot use existing Change Data Capture (CDC) approaches, as these approaches focus on a specific type of data source (e.g., relational database logs). Moreover, the type of change (create, update, delete) impacts how the change must be handled.

In this paper, we present IncRML (Incremental RDF Mapping Language): a KG generation approach that is capable of efficiently handling changing data sources and their different data change communication strategies. Our proposed approach only regenerates the parts of a KG which were changed in the original data source, thus only created, updated, and deleted data entities are regenerated. Our approach is holistic: it is designed to handle data changes from data sources which advertise their changes (e.g. relational database log) but also from data sources which do not advertise their changes (e.g. files or Web APIs). Generating a KG is performed with a mapping language (e.g. RML) and changes are detected with algorithms described by data transformation descriptions (e.g. FnO). We aligned our approach with RML and FnO to use best practices of KG generation and decouple the approach from a specific implementation. We also allow to optionally and automatically publish these changes in the form of a Linked Data Event Stream (LDES) [4], relying on the W3C Activity Streams 2.0 vocabulary [5] to describe changes semantically. Using LDES allows publishing data changes as an append-only event log that consumers can read to synchronize their KG with the latest data available. This way, the burden of history and versioning of a KG is divided among both publishers and consumers since both can decide which versions of a KG are stored by them.

We extend our previous work [6] on aligning LDES and RML where we introduced a preliminary approach for detecting changes in a data collection: a data source composed of a set of data members. Our previous work only handled creates (member added to data collection) and updates (member modified in data collection). In this paper, we extend that work to also detect deletions (member removed from data collection), and include an extensive evaluation with different types of real-world datasets and an extended version of the GTFS Madrid Benchmark [7]. To keep this paper self-contained, we will include the discussions of our previous work along with its extensions.

Our contributions are the following: (i) an overview of different data collection categories regarding history and change advertisement, (ii) a set of algorithms to detect changes in any of these collection categories, (iii) the integration of these algorithms in a KG construction pipeline using RML, FnO, and LDES, and (iv) an extensive evaluation on the impact of incrementally generating KGs.

By incrementally generating KGs, we optimize KG construction, using 3.24–315.83x less storage to store multiple versions of a KG while also consuming less computing resources (0.85–4.59x less CPU time, 0.72–1.51x less memory consumption) depending on the dataset. Hence, we reduce the KG construction time by 0.97–4.41x. Moreover, our work is extensible. First, our implemented KG generation approach is usable for any kind of data source. Second, while we use RML as mapping language in this paper, its concepts can be expanded to any mapping language. Third, our approach can use any ontology to describe changes semantically.

Thanks to our work, data source changes can be integrated faster and with less resources in KGs – only updated members of a data collection are (re-)generated instead of the entire data collection – while keeping access to the historical records in the form of a LDES: the event stream can be used by applications that require real-time data, historical data, or both.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses Related Work, Section 3 provides background on RML, FnO, and LDES. Section 4 presents our approach. Section 5 shows how we implement our approach. Section 6 presents our evaluation. Section 7 discusses our results, and Section 8 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

In this Section, we discuss related work on (i) mapping rules for declarative Knowledge Graph (KG) generation describing how a KG must be generated, (ii) Change Data Capture approaches for detecting changes in data collections, (iii) versioning strategies for KGs to store history of data collection members and its impact on storage for producers and consumers, (iv) versioned generation of KGs, and (v) incremental mapping rules execution for optimizing execution time and resource usage.

2.1. Mapping rules for declarative Knowledge Graph generation

Declarative mapping rules for KG generation is an active research domain since the introduction of the R2RML W3C Recommendation [8] for transforming relational databases into an RDF KG [9]. R2RML was extended as the RDF Mapping Language (RML) [10, 11] to support heterogeneous data sources (e.g. JSON, XML, CSV) while keeping backwards compatibility with R2RML. Besides RML, other declarative mapping languages appeared to transform heterogeneous data sources into RDF such as xR2RML [12, 13], SPARQL-Generate [14], SPARQL-Anything [15], ShiExML [16], and D-REPR [17]. RML is widely used for declarative KG generation and was extended to export RDF to various targets such as files and SPARQL endpoints [18], support for RDF Collections and Containers [13, 19], and access to Web APIs [18, 20]. Currently, the W3C Community Group on KG Construction is working on standardizing RML towards a W3C Recommendation [11]. Therefore, we use RML as the mapping language in this paper.

Support for data transformations is an important requirement when generating KGs from heterogeneous data sources [21], using, e.g. the Function Ontology (FnO) [22], SPARQL Functions [23], and FunUL [24]. FnO is the most applied declarative description for describing functions to perform data transformations, and it is integrated with RML through FNML. This way, RML+FnO mapping rules can not only perform the generation of a KG, but also data transformation without requiring ad hoc or use case specific scripts. We use FnO in this paper to integrate our change detection algorithms with RML to incrementally generate a KG from heterogeneous data sources.

2.2. Change Data Capture

Change Data Capture (CDC) [25, 26] refers to a technique, primarily used in databases, to identify and capture changes made to the data so that those changes can be tracked, recorded, and propagated to other systems or applications. The primary purpose of CDC is to identify and capture the creations, updates, and deletions of data in a database, enabling (near-)real-time synchronization of data across different systems. Most approaches focus on data sources able to provide some sort of change advertisement mechanism such as logs, snapshots, triggers, or timestamps. Moreover, data sources may offer different granularity regarding change advertisement, e.g. change advertisement on parts of the data source or the whole data source [27].

Log-based approaches [25, 28] rely on database logs to determine which changes were performed to the underlying data. These approaches are specific to each database, as their log system is implementation specific. Snapshot-based approaches [2] compare previous versions of a data source to extract changes, which requires sufficient resources to store and compare these versions. Trigger-based approaches [1, 29, 30] hook into a data source to execute a trigger on each change, but require support for triggers from the data source. Timestamp-based approaches [31]
analyze a last-modified timestamp of a data source to trigger the extraction of changes, but data sources need to provide timestamp-annotated data.

Although these approaches clearly have their merit, many data sources do not advertise their changes at all nor support triggers when a data record is changed (e.g. data streams, files, or Web APIs). Therefore, existing Data Change Capture approaches are insufficient to cover heterogeneous data sources which do not advertise their changes to consumers.

2.3. Versioning of Knowledge Graphs

Several approaches for versioning of (RDF) KGs have been proposed [32]. Three main RDF archive storage strategies can be identified [33]: (i) Change-Based, (ii) Timestamp-Based, and (iii) Independent Copies. Change-Based only stores the changes; Timestamp-Based uses timestamps to define when a specific version is valid; while Independent Copies stores a copy of the entity each time it is updated. Change-Based approaches include: R&Wbase [34], based on Git\(^3\); a Version Control Based RDF storage approach using patches, similar to R&Wbase by Frommhold M. et al. [35]; the works of Cassidy et al. [36], SemVersion [37], R43ples [38], and Im et al [39].

Timestamp-Based approaches for accessing different versions include: Memento (HTTP) [40] and x-RDF-3X [41] (SPARQL). Ostrich [42] and TailR [43] are both hybrid approaches, combining all three strategies for efficient query operations. All approaches implementing the 3 strategies put the burden of resolving versions on the producer.

LDES [4] uses an Independent Copies approach for versioning. However, Independent Copies suffers from scalability problems as storage is not infinite [33]. LDES addresses this by dropping the oldest versions of a member in the event stream, configurable through a specific retention policy to only keep a certain constrained set of versions of entities. Since LDES consumers are aware of the retention policy, they can decide to store the LDES members if they need to for their particular use case.

For example, a LDES producer’s retention policy is 7 days: if a consumer requires at least 30 days of data, the consumer must store a copy. If a consumer does not require history information longer than 7 days, it can solely rely on the LDES producer’s data. LDES allows consumers to synchronize their local copy of the member collection, similar to a Copy and Log approach [44]. This way, versioning is resolved on the consumer side and several versioning strategies can be applied independent of the publisher. In this work, we use LDES for describing decoratively changes and publishing these changes as an Event Stream.

2.4. Versioned generation of Knowledge Graphs

Ontologies (Change Detection Ontology [45, 46]) and benchmarks (EvoGen Benchmark Suite [47], BEAR benchmark [33]) were proposed for generating versioned KGs, but they are tight to a specific ontology or focus on querying the versions while we focus on the generation in this work. The EvoGen Benchmark Suite [47] allows generating synthetic versioned RDF data for benchmarking purposes. BEAR benchmark [33] proposed a benchmark for Semantic Web archiving systems to evaluate full materialization of different versioned KGs, only materializing the changes, or annotating triples when they were created, updated, and deleted. However, both focus on materialized RDF for benchmarking query systems, while in this work, we focus on the generation of different KG versions from non-RDF heterogeneous data. The Change Detection Ontology [45, 46] allows describing changes inside the original data sources as a changelog and is used in the MQ framework [48] to generate new KGs if changes are detected, using R2RML mappings from CSV, XML and relational databases. However, this solution is tightly coupled with a specific ontology, while we aimed for a more generalized approach, that allowed to use any ontology to describe the detected changes.

2.5. Incremental mapping rules execution

Execution planning of mapping rules has seen uptake in the KG community [21] as seen in tools such as Morph-KGC [49] and SDM-RDFizer [50]. Both approaches plan their execution and remove duplicates before they execute RML mapping rules to reduce the number of data records and improve performance. However, they consider
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that executing these mapping rules only happens once: if the datasets change, all the mapping rules must be fully executed again. Thus, incremental KG generation is not considered. Besides Morph-KGC and SDM-RDFizer, existing work on incremental KG generation is either not implemented [51] or does not consider heterogeneous data sources [52, 53].

3. Background

In this Section, we provide an introduction to the (i) RDF Mapping Language (RML), (ii) Function Ontology (FnO), and (iii) Linked Data Event Streams (LDES). These technologies came forward from Section 2 as prevalent methods to describe how a Knowledge Graph (KG) could be constructed from input datasets (RML), performing data transformations during KG construction (FnO), and publishing the KG changes as an event stream (LDES) that allows replication and synchronization of such KGs.

3.1. RDF Mapping Language (RML)

RDF Mapping Language (RML) [10, 11] is an extension of W3C Recommendation R2RML [8] to support heterogeneous data sources besides relational databases. RML mapping rules consist of Triples Maps (Listing 1: lines 1-17) which define how the terms (subject, predicate, and object) of an RDF triple are generated. A named graph can also be specified using a Graph Map for generating RDF quads. Each Triples Map has one Logical Source (Listing 1: lines 2-4), one Subject Map, and zero or more Predicate Object Maps. The Subject Map (Listing 1: lines 6-9) defines how the subject as IRIs are generated from the data source defined by the Logical Source. This Subject Map also includes a Graph Map to specify the named graph of the RDF quad (Listing 1: line 8). Predicate Object Maps (Listing 1: lines 11-16) consist of Predicate Maps (Listing 1: line 12) to specify the quad’s predicate and (Referencing) Object Maps (Listing 1: lines 13-15) for the quad’s object. The Subject Map, Predicate Map, Object Map, and Graph Map are all Term Maps, generating an RDF term (an IRI, blank node, or literal). A Term Map may always generate the same RDF term with rr:constant, a referenced value from the data source with rml:reference, or construct a value based on a template with rr:template. If a Subject Map, Predicate Map, or Object Map uses an rr:constant for its RDF term generation, a shortcut can be used, e.g. rr:predicate.

Listing 1: RML uses Triples Maps with a Logical Source, a Subject Map, Graph Map, and zero or more Predicate Object Maps to specify how RDF quads must be generated from the referenced data source.

```
<#RMLMapping> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource [ a rml:LogicalSource;
  rml:source "/path/to/data.csv" ];
  rr:subjectMap [ a rr:SubjectMap;
  rr:template "http://example.org/\{ID\}";
  rr:graphMap [ rr:constant ex:MyGraph ]; ];
  rr:predicateObjectMap [ a rr:PredicateObjectMap;
  rr:predicate foaf:name;
  rr:objectMap [ a rr:ObjectMap;
  rml:reference "name" ]; ];
</#RMLMapping>
```

We use the most implemented version of RML (https://rml.io/spec), but our approach can be used with the latest version as well (http://w3id.org/rml/core).
3.2. Function Ontology (FnO)

The Function Ontology (FnO) [22] semantically describes and declares implementation-independent functions and their relations to related concepts such as parameters, outputs, mappings to concrete implementations, and executions. The alignment between RML and FnO (via FNML) specifies how a data transformation must be performed by specifying the function to execute (Listing 2: line 5) and the function’s values (Listing 2: lines 8-11). FnO is standalone which allows describing data transformations in a declarative way with or without RML. FnO is integrated in RML through an fnml:FunctionMap (Listing 2: lines 1-14) which is a RML Term Map. Therefore, an FnO function can be used as Subject Map, Predicate Map, Object Map, or other RML Term Maps.

Listing 2: FnO defines a data transformation by specifying the function and the function’s values. FnO is aligned with RML through a fnml:FunctionMap which is an RML Term Map. The function toUppercase is executed on all referenced name data values of the data source.

```rml
<#FunctionMap> a fnml:FunctionMap
  fnml:functionValue [ a rr:PredicateObjectMap;
    rr:predicate fno:executes;
    rr:object grel:toUppercase;
  ];
  rr:objectMap [ a rr:ObjectMap;
    rml:reference "name";
  ];
.
```

3.3. Linked Data Event Streams (LDES)

Linked Data Event Stream (LDES) is a RDF data publishing approach fostered by the EU Semantic Interoperability Community (SEMIC)⁵ and officially adopted as a standard specification by the Flemish government through its Flemish Smart Data Space project⁶. LDES defines datasets in terms of a collection of immutable objects (aka. members) such as versioned entities or observations (Listing 3), where every member must have its own unique IRI [4]. The main goal of a LDES is to enable efficient replication and synchronization of datasets over the Web. LDES allows data consumers to traverse the collection by relying on the TREE specification [54]⁷ to semantically describe hypermedia relations among subsets or fragments of the data (see Figure 1). These hypermedia relations can be configured in multiple ways, e.g. by publishing fragments organized by time or by version. TREE also allows further describing the content of each member in an LDES collection through a SHACL shape (tree:shape, Listing 3: line 4), which allows consumers to understand the type and properties of the LDES members (tree:member, Listing 3: line 5), for discoverability and source selection purposes. Additional metadata on how a collection of LDES members is structured, is available via properties such as ldes:timestampPath (Listing 3: line 2) or ldes:versionOfPath (Listing 3: line 3). This way, LDES remains domain model agnostic and members are not limited to a specific ontology for describing timestamp-based versions or referring to other versions of a member. Consumers may poll or subscribe to an LDES to obtain new versions of members, which then can be processed and materialized in the consumer’s local environment to remain up-to-date.

---

⁷https://w3id.org/tree/specification/
Listing 3: A data collection as an LDES with one member. The LDES member provides a sensor value at a given time and version.

```
<#LDESDataCollection> a ldes:EventStream;
  ldes:timestampPath sosa:resultTime;
  ldes:versionOfPath dcterms:isVersionOf;
  tree:shape <http://example.org/shacl/shape/>;
  tree:member <LDESMember>;
.

<#LDESMember> a sosa:Observation;
  sosa:resultTime "2023-01-01T00:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime;
  sosa:versionOfPath "http://example.org/sensor/result/";
  sosa:hasSimpleResult "5"^^xsd:integer;
.
```

Fig. 1. LDES’s structure allows to traverse the collection by clients with semantic descriptions of the collection’s relations.

4. Approach

In this Section, we discuss the different types of change advertisement strategies identified in a set of heterogeneous data collections, and introduce our approach for incrementally detecting and integrating such changes into a Knowledge Graph (KG). Section 4.1 introduces the general idea for incremental KG generation. Section 4.2 discusses the various change advertisement strategies, which we studied along 3 dimensions: history, change advertisement, and change types. Section 4.3 describes how we detect both implicit and explicit changes in data collections. Lastly, Section 4.4 shows how we implemented our approach to incrementally generate and publish a KG.

4.1. IncRML

IncRML (Incremental RML) refers to our proposed approach for incrementally generating a KG from heterogeneous data sources. It consists mainly of 2 high-level steps: (i) detect changes in data sources, independent of whether they are advertised explicitly or implicitly, and (ii) enriching the original target ontology mapping to include additional metadata that makes explicit which triples are created, updated and deleted. In general, our approach maximally relies on existing standards and specifications, both for the generation and the publishing of KGs. We aim at reducing execution time and resource consumption, as only the changes between consecutive data source(s) versions are materialized and integrated into a KG. Each time a change is detected during the KG generation process, we (re-)generate the RDF triples/quads of all the entities/members affected by such change. Each materialized member may include additional metadata specifying, for example, the type of change, the time of change, etc, as specified by LDES. Our approach does not limit the description of changes in data members to a specific ontology, thus it may be applied to any data collections modelled by an ontology with the semantics and expressivity to describe member changes, or extensions thereof. This allows consumers to synchronize their local version of a KG with the original producer, by interpreting the change semantics present in the LDES and performing the corresponding create, update, and delete operations instead of fetching and regenerating a complete version of the KG. Currently, triplestores lack support for ingesting LDES data directly. An additional step in the pipeline would be needed to integrate the LDES members directly into a triplestore. Therefore, in this work we focus on studying the impact of our approach on the generation aspect of an LDES-based continuous KG publishing system, and deem out of scope the ingestion aspect into triplestores.
4.2. Change advertisement strategies

Several change advertisement strategies can be identified if we analyze data collections along the following 3 dimensions: (i) availability of historical records, (ii) how changes are communicated to consumers, and (iii) type of change.

**History** We identified 3 different types of history availability:

- **latest state**: Latest state refers to data collections that publish only the latest version of all its members on every change.
- **latest changes**: Latest changes refers to data collections that publish only changed members (a.k.a. delta updates). Thus, consumers must have access to an initial complete version of the collection upfront and reconcile updates over it.
- **full history**: Full history refers to data collections that are published including both historical and current versions of its members. Depending on the data publisher not all previous versions might be available.

**Change communication** We identified 2 change communication strategies:

- **explicit**: Data collection changes are explicitly communicated if metadata is also provided to point that a change has occurred (e.g., via uniquely identified members using timestamps, hashes, or logs) and its type (e.g., create, update, or delete).
- **implicit**: Data collection changes are implicitly communicated if members are changed without providing any kind of metadata indicating that a change happened, e.g. changes such as property updates, member deletions, or, member creations, all happening silently across new versions of the data collection.

**Change types** We identified 3 change types:

- **create**: A member is added to the data collection. The member did not exist before in the data collection.
- **update**: An existing member of the data collection is modified. New properties are added to the member or existing properties are modified.
- **delete**: An existing member of the data collection is deleted.

Moreover, change communication may differ depending on the type of change. For example: created and updated members may have a unique identifier (explicit change), while deleted members are simply removed in newer versions of a data collection (implicit change). Table 1 shows a summary of the different change advertisement strategy combinations with respect to history availability, change communication, and change types identified on the set of real-world data collections analyzed in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>History availability</th>
<th>Change communication</th>
<th>Change types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latest state</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest changes</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full history</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Implicit and explicit change detection

Data collections communicate their changes mainly in 2 ways, regardless of historic records availability: (i) explicitly through uniquely identified members, logs, etc., and/or (ii) implicitly by silently creating, updating, or deleting data collection members. The latter imposes the need for consumers to detect these changes themselves. Our approach (Figure 2) combines Timestamp-based and Snapshot-based Change Data Capture approaches [2] to handle both explicit and implicit data collection changes. In our approach, explicit changes are detected by relying on uniquely identified data collection members (e.g., via subject IRIs that depend on last modified timestamps), while implicit changes are detected by comparing consecutive snapshots of data collection members, checking their subject IRIs and (a subset of) their corresponding properties for changes.

Important to note that implicit deletion communication is not possible when combined with full history or latest changes. Full history data collections must communicate deletions explicitly otherwise a data consumer cannot determine that a member was deleted implicitly, since it will encounter it as part of the historical records also present in the data collection. Even when a data consumer can tell apart historical records from new data, if a member stops occurring in a full history data collection, it could be interpreted either as being deleted or simply as a non-updated member. Assuming that the member is to be deleted could result in both false-positive and false-negative deletion detection. Latest changes data collections are similar to full history regarding deletions. If such data collections do not explicitly communicate that a member is deleted, consumers cannot determine with full certainty if a member was deleted or simply remains unchanged.

On the one hand, explicit changes can be directly detected and do not require additional processing effort during the KG generation process. On the other hand, implicit changes require a stateful processing approach, able to keep track of members’ state across KG generation executions. Our approach introduces 3 algorithms to handle implicit changes, which scale in direct proportion with the number of members in the data collection. Each detection algorithm corresponds with a particular type of change: (i) create, detects when a new member is added to the data collection, (ii) update, detects when an existing member is modified in the data collection, and (iii) delete, detects when an existing member is deleted from the data collection. Next, we describe the logical flow on each algorithm in the case of implicit change communication.

![Diagram](image_url)

Fig. 2. Implicit updates must be detected by a Change Data Capture algorithm. Creates and updates are detected by checking if the member already exists in a previous snapshot. Members in a data collection are identified through their generated IRI. If the IRI does not exist in a previous snapshot, we conclude that the member was created. If the IRI does exist and the properties of the member have changed, we conclude that the member was updated. Deletions are detected by checking if the member is no longer present compared to the previous snapshot of the data collection.
Implicit Creates (Figure 2, left) For every data collection member being processed in the current version, the algorithm checks if the member was already present in a previous version of the data collection, based on its subject IRI. If not, an created member is found.

Implicit Updates (Figure 2, middle) Similar to creates, the algorithm checks if the member was already present through its subject IRI and its properties. The algorithm does not necessarily check all properties of a member. It can simply check a predetermined subset which were labeled as watched properties. If the member’s subject IRI was present and its watched properties’ values were changed, a updated member is found.

Implicit Deletes (Figure 2, right) At KG generation time, the algorithm iterates over each member and marks it as seen. Once all members have been processed in the current version of the data collection, it identifies the members which were not seen in the current execution, but that were present in the previous KG generation execution (if any): these are marked as the deleted members in the current version of the data collection.

4.4. Incremental KG construction and publishing pipeline

We provide an implementation of our approach by bringing together (i) RML for declaratively defining generation rules for a KG; (ii) FnO for detecting changes across data source(s) versions (Section 4.3; and (iii) LDES to optionally publish these changes as an event stream for consumers. Figure 3 presents a schematic view of a data processing pipeline using our IncRML approach to incrementally construct and publish a KG. If changes are detected, the corresponding RML mapping(s) is/are executed to incorporate only the parts that have changed into the KG. In practice, a member is generated by a RML Triples Map (rr:TriplesMap) with one Subject Map (rr:SubjectMap) and zero or more Predicate Object Maps (rr:PredicateObjectMap). Our Change Data Capture FnO functions monitor the Subject Maps and their correspondent Predicate Object Maps at execution time to determine if there were any changes with respect to the previous execution. If so, the correspondent member is materialized and published as a typed event in an LDES. We rely on the W3C Activity Streams 2.0 vocabulary to annotate if a member was created (as:Create), updated (as:Update), or deleted (as:Delete). Created and updated members are republished while deleted members only publish a tombstone (a simplified version of the member which indicates that the member was deleted without any other properties). By annotating these changes with the type of change, consumers can incorporate these changes on top of their copy of the KG.

![Diagram of Incremental KG construction and publishing pipeline using RML. The pipeline is executed repeatedly to detect changes with FnO functions and incorporate changes into the incrementally generated KG. The changes are published as an event stream using LDES.](image)

---

*The rr prefix expands to http://www.w3.org/ns/r2rml#

*The as: prefix expands to https://www.w3.org/ns/activitystreams#
5. Implementation

In this Section, we describe how we implement our proposed approach (Section 4) with Change Data Capture FnO functions, RML mapping rules to construct a Knowledge Graph (KG), and LDES for publishing an incremental constructed KG as an event stream. Section 5.1 explains how we implement our CDC FnO functions, Section 5.2 discusses how we integrated RML with CDC FnO functions, Section 5.3 explains how we implemented LDES Logical Target for generating an LDES, Section 5.4 demonstrates how our implementation is applied on an example data collection, and Section 5.5 discusses the extensions we applied to the GTFS Madrid Benchmark for generating multiple data collection versions of the GTFS Madrid Benchmark.

5.1. Change Data Capture FnO functions

We implement our Change Data Capture algorithms from Section 4.3 as FnO functions. A dedicated FnO function was implemented for each change type and change communication strategy (Table 2). In this way, we semantically describe which type of detection is applied on the data collection, even if the underlying detection algorithms operate similarly. Listing 4 shows the FnO description of a Change Data Capture FnO function for detecting implicit updates in a data collection. Based on the subject IRI of a member (idlab-fn:iri) and a set of watched properties (idlab-fn:watchedProperty), we detect implicit updates. The function keeps a state of the properties per member in the directory specified by idlab-fn:state. Storing of state is implementation dependent, thus it can be stored as a plain file but also in a database for example.

Listing 4: RML usage of a Change Data Capture FnO function for detecting implicit updates in a data collection.

```
<#FunctionMap> a fnml:FunctionMap
  fnml:functionValue { # CDC FnO function to use.
    rr:predicateObjectMap { rr:predicate fno:executes ; rr:objectMap [ rr:constant idlab-fn:implicitUpdate; ];
    # IRI template of a member
    rr:predicateObjectMap { rr:predicate idlab-fn:iri ; rr:objectMap [ rr:template "https://example.org/{id}"; ];
    # Properties to watch, can be one or multiple, might differ from IRI template.
    rr:predicateObjectMap { rr:predicate idlab-fn:watchedProperty ; rr:objectMap [ rr:template "prop1={prop1}&prop2={prop2}"; ];
    # Directory path to store the function's state
    rr:predicateObjectMap { rr:predicate idlab-fn:state ; rr:objectMap [ rr:constant "/path/to/state"; rr:dataType xsd:string; ];
    };
  };
```

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FnO function</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>idlab-fn:explicitCreate</td>
<td>Detect explicitly created members by checking if the member IRI existed already.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idlab-fn:explicitUpdate</td>
<td>Detect explicitly updated members by checking if the member IRI existed already.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idlab-fn:explicitDelete</td>
<td>Detect explicitly deleted members by checking if the member IRI existed already.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idlab-fn:implicitCreate</td>
<td>Detect implicitly created members by checking if the member IRI existed already.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idlab-fn:implicitUpdate</td>
<td>Detect implicitly updated members by checking if the member IRI already existed and its watched properties have changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idlab-fn:implicitDelete</td>
<td>Detect implicitly deleted members by marking each member IRI as seen and after processing all the members, returning the set of member IRIs which were not seen compared to the previous version.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each function requires an rr:template to construct the IRI of a member that is being checked for changes. The functions for explicitly communicated changes all implement the same functionality: checks if a member IRI was already generated in the past. This is due to each IRI being guaranteed to be unique when changes are explicit, therefore making it unnecessary to materialize previously seen IRIs. idlab-fn:implicitCreate is identical to its explicit counterpart, idlab-fn:explicitCreate, given that implicit member creation also occurs when new IRIs are detected. However, the idlab-fn:implicitUpdate and idlab-fn:implicitDelete functions are different. idlab-fn:implicitUpdate requires an additional list of properties (watched properties) for each member, to be compared with the previous version of the data collection and determine if anything changed. idlab-fn:implicitDelete keeps a registry (e.g. hashmap) of all seen member IRIs. This registry is used at the end of every processing round to detect missing – thus, deleted – members from the data collection. It returns a list with all the deleted member IRIs.

5.2. RML and CDC FnO functions integration in the Knowledge Graph construction pipeline

We integrate our FnO function with RML through FNML in a RML Triples Map (Listing 4). For each type of change we have an independent RML Triples Map with a conditional Subject Map referencing one of these FnO functions. When a function returns the IRI that it received as input, the Triples Map is executed completely, thus materializing the member and its properties. If no IRI is returned by the FnO function, the Triples Map is not executed, which means that the member did not change in the data collection. A separate Triples Map is used to generate additional metadata in the form of an event log to describe which type of changes took place in the data collection. A possible ontology to describe these change types is the W3C Recommendation Activity Streams 2.0 [5], but other ontologies can be used as well.

5.3. LDES Logical Target

We use LDES (Linked Data Events Stream) for publishing a stream of events about data collection member changes. LDES allows publishing only the changed members as a stream which can be consumed by third-parties to replicate and synchronize with a data collection. LDES consumers synchronize their KG locally by fetching or subscribing to the LDES. We incrementally generate the detected changes (Section 5.2) and publish them as an LDES through an Event Stream Target in the RML mapping rules. An Event Stream Target is a subclass of an RML Logical Target with a few additional properties such as rmlt:ldesBaseIRI, rmlt:ldes, and rmlt:generateImmutableIRI. The Event Stream Target provides unique and immutable IRIs for each LDES member as required by the LDES specification[11]. This way, consumers can uniquely identify individual changes in a data collection over time. We use an Event Stream Target for all member change types and one for generating an event log allowing consumers to subscribe to all members or only members of a certain change type.

Listing 5 provides an example of our alignment between LDES and RML with Change Data Capture FnO functions. In this example, we use :Create, :Update, and :Delete of W3C Activity Streams 2.0 [5] to advertise the type of change to LDES consumers in the event log. Each change type has a dedicated RML Triples Map with an FnO function (Listing 5: lines 50-64, 65-84, 85-96) which outputs the generated members to a LDES Event Stream Target (Listing 5: lines 11-20). The W3C Activity Streams 2.0 event log is outputted to another LDES Event Stream Target (Listing 5: lines 1-10).

Listing 5: RML mapping for generating an LDES from a CSV file as data source (`data.csv`). Each change type has a separate Triples Map with an FnO function as Subject Map. These functions return an IRI when changes are detected, thus triggering the full execution of the Triples Map. The generated RDF triples are written to the LDES Event Stream Target with the necessary LDES properties specified in the LDES Logical Target. W3C Activity Streams 2.0 is used to indicate the type of change through an LDES-based event log.

```xml
# Logical Target for outputting W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 event log as an LDES
<#LDESLogicalTargetAS> a rmlt:EventStreamTarget;
  rmlt:target [ a void:Dataset; void:dataDump <file:///eventlog.nq>; ];
  rmlt:serialization formats:N-Quads;
  rmlt:ldes [ a ldes:EventStream;]
    ldes:timestampPath dct:created; ldes:versionOfPath dct:isVersionOf;
    tree:shape <https://example.org/shape/>;
];
  rmlt:ldesBaseIRI <https://example.org/ldes/eventlog/>;
  rmlt:ldesGenerateImmutableIRI "true"^^xsd:boolean .

# Logical Target for outputting data collection member changes as an LDES
<#LDESLogicalTargetMember> a rmlt:EventStreamTarget;
  rmlt:target [ a void:Dataset; void:dataDump <file:///members.nq>; ];
  rmlt:serialization formats:N-Quads;
  rmlt:ldes [ a ldes:EventStream;]
    ldes:timestampPath dct:created; ldes:versionOfPath dct:isVersionOf;
    tree:shape <https://example.org/shape/>;
];
  rmlt:ldesBaseIRI <https://example.org/ldes/members/>;
  rmlt:ldesGenerateImmutableIRI "true"^^xsd:boolean .

# Input CSV file as datasource
<#DataSource> a rml:LogicalSource;
  rml:source "data.csv";

# W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 eventlog generation of created members
<#TriplesMapASCreate> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rr:subjectMap [ rr:constant "http://blue-bike.be/event/create"; rr:class as:Create;]
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  

# W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 eventlog generation of updated members
<#TriplesMapASUpdate> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rr:subjectMap [ rr:constant "http://blue-bike.be/event/update"; rr:class as:Update;]
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  

# W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 eventlog generation of deleted members
<#TriplesMapASDelete> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rr:subjectMap [ rr:constant "http://blue-bike.be/event/delete"; rr:class as:Delete;]
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  

# Data collection member
<#PersonName> a rr:PredicateObjectMap;
  rr:predicate schema:name;

# Detection of member creations with FnO function
<#TriplesMapObjectCreate> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  
```

# Logical Target for outputting W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 event log as an LDES
<#LDESLogicalTargetAS> a rmlt:EventStreamTarget;
  rmlt:target [ a void:Dataset; void:dataDump <file:///eventlog.nq>; ];
  rmlt:serialization formats:N-Quads;
  rmlt:ldes [ a ldes:EventStream;]
    ldes:timestampPath dct:created; ldes:versionOfPath dct:isVersionOf;
    tree:shape <https://example.org/shape/>;
];
  rmlt:ldesBaseIRI <https://example.org/ldes/eventlog/>;
  rmlt:ldesGenerateImmutableIRI "true"^^xsd:boolean .

# Logical Target for outputting data collection member changes as an LDES
<#LDESLogicalTargetMember> a rmlt:EventStreamTarget;
  rmlt:target [ a void:Dataset; void:dataDump <file:///members.nq>; ];
  rmlt:serialization formats:N-Quads;
  rmlt:ldes [ a ldes:EventStream;]
    ldes:timestampPath dct:created; ldes:versionOfPath dct:isVersionOf;
    tree:shape <https://example.org/shape/>;
];
  rmlt:ldesBaseIRI <https://example.org/ldes/members/>;
  rmlt:ldesGenerateImmutableIRI "true"^^xsd:boolean .

# Input CSV file as datasource
<#DataSource> a rml:LogicalSource;
  rml:source "data.csv";

# W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 eventlog generation of created members
<#TriplesMapASCreate> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rr:subjectMap [ rr:constant "http://blue-bike.be/event/create"; rr:class as:Create;]
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  

# W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 eventlog generation of updated members
<#TriplesMapASUpdate> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rr:subjectMap [ rr:constant "http://blue-bike.be/event/update"; rr:class as:Update;]
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  

# W3C ActivityStreams 2.0 eventlog generation of deleted members
<#TriplesMapASDelete> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rr:subjectMap [ rr:constant "http://blue-bike.be/event/delete"; rr:class as:Delete;]
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  

# Data collection member
<#PersonName> a rr:PredicateObjectMap;
  rr:predicate schema:name;

# Detection of member creations with FnO function
<#TriplesMapObjectCreate> a rr:TriplesMap;
  rml:logicalSource <#DataSource>;
  rml:logicalTarget <#LDESLogicalTargetAS>;  
```
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5.4. Example demonstrating our approach

We demonstrate our approach through an example data collection which consists of an initial version (Table 3a) and an implicitly updated version (Table 3b). The resulting RDF quads of the initial (Listing 6) and updated (Listing 7) data collections consist of 3 named graphs: Create, Update, and Delete, indicating the change type of each member. These named graphs are described in our examples (Listing 8) using W3C Activity Streams 2.0 [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>The Machine</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Harold Finch</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>John Reese</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Agent Carter</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial data collection produces 4 members with change type ‘create’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>The Machine</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Harold Finch</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>John Reese</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Root</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Changed data collection has 2 updated, 1 unchanged, 1 created and 1 deleted member(s).

Table 3 Example data
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Listing 6: The materialized KG in TriG of the initial data collection. All data collection members are materialized because this is the first time the data collection is processed. Thus, they are part of the Create named graph.

```
[Created] {
  <http://ex.org/Mbr0#0> foaf:Person .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr0#0> foaf:name The Machine" .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr0#0> foaf:age 0"^^xsd:int .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr1#0> foaf:Person .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr1#0> foaf:name Harold Finch" .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr1#0> foaf:age "44"^^xsd:int .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr2#0> foaf:Person .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr2#0> foaf:name "John Reese" .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr2#0> foaf:age "38"^^xsd:int .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr3#0> foaf:Person .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr3#0> foaf:name "Agent Carter" .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr3#0> foaf:age 36"^^xsd:int .
}
```

Listing 7: The materialized KG in TriG of the changed data collection. A member is deleted (ID 3), a member’s age property is updated (ID 1 and 2), and a new member is created (ID 4). Unchanged members (ID 0) are not materialized.

```
[Created] {
  <http://ex.org/Mbr4#0> a foaf:Person .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr4#0> foaf:name "Root" .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr4#0> foaf:age "35"^^xsd:int .
}
[Updated] {
  <http://ex.org/Mbr1#1> a foaf:Person .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr1#1> foaf:name "Harold Finch" .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr1#1> foaf:age "46"^^xsd:int .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr2#1> a foaf:Person .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr2#1> foaf:name "John Reese" .
  <http://ex.org/Mbr2#1> foaf:age "40"^^xsd:int .
}
[Deleted] {
  <http://ex.org/Mbr3#1> a foaf:Person .
}
```

Listing 8: The different named graphs are described using the W3C Activity Streams 2.0 ontology as:Create, as:Update, and as:Delete.

```
# Named graph for created members of data collection
:Created a as:Create;  
# Named graph for updated members of data collection
:Updated a as:Update;  
# Named graph for deleted members of data collection
:Deleted a as:Delete;  
```

5.5. GTFS Madrid Benchmark extension

We extend the GTFS Madrid Benchmark [7] data generator to allow generating different versions of the benchmark data by supporting creates, updates, and deletes of the GTFS data model. We implemented creates, updates, and deletes in the GTFS Madrid Benchmark similar to how real-world GTFS datasets are changed from Belgian public transport agencies De Lijn and NMBS. This way, we keep the characteristics of GTFS Madrid Benchmark which aims at using real-world data from the metro in Madrid. Creates are applied by adding GTFS routes and their associated GTFS trips, stops, stoptimes, and services entities. For example: 25% creates will provide 25% additional new routes with respect to the original amount of routes. Updates are performed by modifying the GTFS services. For example: 50% updates will modify 50% of the GTFS service entries in the GTFS calendar. Deletes are applied by removing GTFS routes and their associated trips and services. Example: 10% deletes will remove 10% of the routes in the original data, together with the associated data. We use a random number generator to randomly select GTFS routes and services for applying our creates, updates, and deletes.

---

We extend the GTFS Madrid Benchmark with 4 additional configuration parameters:

- **seed**: The random seed value used for configuring the random number generator.
- **additions**: The percentage defining how many creations must be added to the generated data.
- **modifications**: The percentage defining how many updates must be performed on the generated data.
- **deletions**: The percentage defining how many deletes must be applied on the generated data.

6. Evaluation

In this Section, we describe our methodology to evaluate our approach on several use cases using both synthetic and real-world data. First, we discuss our use cases and how they can be classified according to the different change advertisement strategies identified in this work (Section 6.1). Afterwards, we introduce our evaluation setup (Section 6.2).

6.1. Methodology

We apply our approach on (i) a set of artificial test cases (Section 6.1.1) to verify if our approach is able to handle all change advertisement strategies listed in Section 4.2; (ii) an extended version of the GTFS Madrid Benchmark (Section 6.1.2) to measure the scalability, performance and resource consumption of our approach for generating Knowledge Graphs (KG) incrementally; and (iii) 5 different real-world use cases (Section 6.1.3) to investigate its performance and resource impact on different types of datasets (Section 4.2).

6.1.1. Functionality

We evaluate 3 change advertisement strategy dimensions (history availability, change communication, and change type (Section 4.2)) through a set of test cases (Table 4). We combined the 3 types of history availability (latest state, latest changes, and full history) with the 2 types of change advertisement (explicit and implicit), and 3 change types (create, update, delete) resulting into 18 test-cases. We also included a test case where no change is applied to verify if an unchanged dataset is handled correctly by the implementation, which yields additionally 6 more test-cases (24 in total). Since 2 combinations are not possible (Section 4: implicit deletion advertisement for full history and latest changes), we removed these from the test cases, bringing the number of test cases to 22.

We validate that all combinations of these dimensions are possible and use these test cases to verify if our implementation covers all possible scenarios. The test cases are available on GitHub.

6.1.2. Extended version of the GTFS Madrid Benchmark

We aim on analyzing the impact of our approach on data collections of varying size and change characteristics, by measuring execution time and resource usage (storage, CPU time, and RAM usage). In particular, we analyze the overhead of our approach for detecting changes and the reduction in execution time and resource usage achieved by only materializing the changes instead of the complete KG. The reduction our approach may achieve, might be affected by the amount of changes, type of changes, and the data collection size. Therefore, we use data size scales (1, 10, and 100) with a fixed change percentage of 50%, equally divided among the different change types (16.67% creations, 16.67% updates, and 16.67% deletions), to obtain reference measurements of increasing data collection size scales. Besides scaling the data size, we also scale the change percentage (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%), equally divided among the different change types, with a fixed data size scale of 100. We also experiment with the type of change by using a fixed change percentage of 50% for either creations, updates, or deletions to analyze the impact of each change type on execution time and resources. For each experiment we use 10 new versions of the GTFS data collection which we apply as a change over an initial base version.

22 test cases for detecting changes in data collections. Achieving 100% coverage in our reference implementation extending the RMLMapper proves the feasibility of our approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>History availability</th>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>Change type</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001a</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>No Change</td>
<td>Unchanged data produces no output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001b</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Create to the data produces an added entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001c</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Update to the data produces a modified entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001d</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Delete in the data produces a deleted entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001e</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No Change</td>
<td>Unchanged data produces no output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001f</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Create to the data produces an added entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001g</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Update to the data produces a modified entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0001h</td>
<td>Latest State</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Delete in the data produces a deleted entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0002a</td>
<td>Latest Changes</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>No Change</td>
<td>Unchanged data produces no output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0002b</td>
<td>Latest Changes</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Create to the data produces an added entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0002c</td>
<td>Latest Changes</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Update to the data produces a modified entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0002d</td>
<td>Latest Changes</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Delete in the data produces a deleted entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0002e</td>
<td>Latest Changes</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No Change</td>
<td>Unchanged data produces no output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0002f</td>
<td>Latest Changes</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Create to the data produces an added entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0002g</td>
<td>Latest Changes</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Update to the data produces a modified entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0003a</td>
<td>Full History</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>No Change</td>
<td>Unchanged data produces no output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0003b</td>
<td>Full History</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Create to the data produces an added entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0003c</td>
<td>Full History</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Update to the data produces a modified entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0003d</td>
<td>Full History</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Delete in the data produces a deleted entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0003e</td>
<td>Full History</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No Change</td>
<td>Unchanged data produces no output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMLLDES0003f</td>
<td>Full History</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Create to the data produces an added entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.3. Real-world use cases

We apply our approach on 5 real-world use cases: (i) BlueBike & JCDecaux bike-sharing data; (ii) timetables in GTFS format from the Belgian public transport agencies NMBS and De Lijn; (iii) OpenStreetMap geographical data; (iv) dynamic message boards from the Flemish traffic controller center Vlaams Verkeerscentrum; and (v) meteorological sensor data from the Belgian meteorological institute KMI. These use cases stand as representative examples for all the identified change advertisement strategies (Table 5) regarding change communication, change types, and history availability. For each use case, we collect released versions of each data collection during 24 hours, with the exception of De Lijn and NMBS, since they only provide a new version per day. We use a timeframe instead of the number of versions to have different frequencies when new versions of the data collections are published e.g. VVC is changed more frequent (every 2-3s) compared to KMI (every 10 mins). In this case, we collect new versions during a week. Next we describe in detail each of the analyzed data collections, which are also summarized in Table 5.

BlueBike & JCDecaux These data collections provide information related to bike-sharing services including data about stations and currently available bikes. They are publicly accessible via HTTP APIs. Both data collections communicate creations explicitly through unique identifiers, and updates implicitly by modifying the number of available bikes and a last updated timestamp property. However, for some stations, they do not provide this timestamp. Thus, we use implicit change detection by watching the available bikes at each station. Deletes are implicitly communicated by removing stations from the data collection. Regarding history availability, these data collections follow the latest state strategy, overwriting the whole data collection with the current state of each collection mem-

---

ber on every new version. We use a GBFS-based vocabulary to transform this bike-sharing data into RDF and retrieve the data every minute to check for changes.

**NMBS & De Lijn** These data collections contain public transport timetables in GTFS format, which are updated on a daily basis. They are publicly accessible as data dumps. In GTFS timetables, creations are explicitly communicated by adding new entries with a new ID. Updates are implicit, silently changing properties of members. They do not provide unique identifiers nor timestamps for identifying changes. Deletes are also implicitly communicated by silently removing members. GTFS also follows the latest state approach for history availability. We use the Linked GTFS ontology to transform the GTFS timetables into RDF, based on the RML mappings of the GTFS-Madrid-Bench.

**OpenStreetMap (OSM)** This is a crowd-funded geographical data collection which provides changed data collections on a minutely basis. These updates publish OpenStreetMap’s latest changes with explicit change communication for all types of change: creations, updates, and deletions are all identified with a unique ID. OpenStreetMap data is mapped using the Routable Tiles specification, which provides an ontology for OpenStreetMap’s Nodes and Ways. OSM follows the latest changes approach regarding history availability. Since OpenStreetMap already explicitly provides unique IDs for each change, no additional processing is needed by our approach. Thus, semantically publishing the data collection changes can be achieved with RML mappings without applying the CDC functions on the data collections. We include this data collection in this work to show the wide range of data collection types regarding change advertisement, history availability, and change types.

**Vlaams Verkeerscentrum (VVC)** This data collection contains information from traffic boards that include data about traffic jams, road works, accidents, and other incidents on the road across Flanders. These dynamic message boards are changed every 2–3 seconds and published as Open Data. We include this use case due to the high update frequency of this data collection, compared to the other use cases: the RDF generation must keep up with this high frequency to avoid high latency. We use the DATEX II v3 VMS ontology for the content of the dynamic message board messages and collect the data every 3 seconds. This data collection follows the latest state approach for history availability and contains a modified timestamp for each published message, which allows for explicit change communication. Messages are not modified in this use case, but republished as new message instances instead. Therefore, there are no updates, only creations and deletions. Deletes are marked in the data as an out-of-service board. If a board is marked as out-of-service, we consider it deleted from the data collection. If the board is put in service again, it is considered as a creation.

**Koninklijk Meteorologisch Instituut van België (KMI)** This data collection is published by the Belgian meteorological institute which allows access to the measurement history of their weather sensors. The data collection contains the full history of sensor measurements labeled with unique IDs. However, it does not explicitly communicate deletions. Since detecting implicit deletions in a full history is not directly possible (Section 4), and each measurement has a unique ID, only creations are possible in this data collection. We use the W3C Semantic Sensor Network ontology (SSN) to transform the sensors’ measurements into RDF and collect the data every 10 minutes.

---

16https://github.com/jiaoxlong/gbfs-json-schema/tree/gbfs-ld/GBFS-LD/v2.3
18http://vocab.gtfs.org/terms#
19https://datex2.eu/vocab/3/Vms/
20https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
Real-world use cases addressed in our evaluation. Each dimension of data collection types is covered: change advertisement and history availability. Some datasets only provide certain change types, inapplicable change types are marked as Not Applicable (NA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use case</th>
<th>Number of collected versions</th>
<th>Collection frequency</th>
<th>Change communication</th>
<th>History availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BlueBike</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCDecaux</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMBS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Lijn</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVC</td>
<td>28760</td>
<td>3 secs</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMI</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>10 mins</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Quantitative evaluation setup

We evaluate our approach on the described use cases and a modified version of the GTFS-Madrid-Benchmark by measuring the following metrics: (i) execution time to materialize the set of changes of the data collection into RDF; (ii) CPU usage to determine how CPU intensive is our generation approach; (iii) peak RAM memory usage to investigate the memory overhead of our approach; and (iv) storage usage of the generated KG on each new version to verify the impact of our approach for reducing storage of historical data. We execute this evaluation with and without our approach using the RMLMapper v6.3.0 to investigate how our approach impacts the measured metrics during RDF KG generation.

For each experiment, we materialize a given data collection and its corresponding updated versions as RDF quads. We compare 2 KG generation-and-version strategies:

- **ALL** is the traditional strategy to generate versioned RDF KGs, where a set of RDF quads are initially produced and completely re-materialized when a new version of the data collection is available.
- **CHANGE** is our novel approach to versioned RDF KGs, where we initially materialize a complete version of the KG, but only materialize into RDF the actual changed members upon updates of the data collection, not the complete KG. Thanks to the LDES Logical Target, we add additional metadata to advertise semantically how the KG changes to help consumers reconcile the changes into their own KG e.g., via SPARQL UPDATE queries over a triplestore.

In this work, we focus on measuring the generation step of both strategies to investigate the feasibility and impact of our approach over materializing the complete KG on each data collection version. Since our focus is the generation, we do not include the ingestion of the generated RDF quads into a triplestore for querying. Moreover, triplestores have various approaches to insert new quads: SPARQL’s UPDATE, bulk loading, etc. Each of these ingestion approaches has its own benefits and drawbacks depending on the triplestore and vendor. Thus, we only compare the amount of generated quads for each data collection version with and without our approach since we want to investigate how our approach affects KG generation itself.

The experiments are executed on an Ubuntu 22.04.1 LTS machine (Linux 5.15.0-83-generic, x86_64) with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2 @ 2.60Ghz, 48GB RAM memory and 2GB swap memory. Java JVM heap space is set to 90% of the available RAM memory. All experiments are executed 5 times, from which we report the median measurements of the execution. All resources and instructions to reproduce the experiments are available on Zenodo.

---

21. Our approach is engine-agnostic, thus can be implemented in any KG construction engine that supports FnO.

22. DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10171157
7. Results

In this Section, we present the results obtained during the execution of our evaluation with and without our approach. We first perform a functional evaluation through a set of test cases (Section 7.1). Afterwards, we evaluate the performance in terms of execution time and computing resources of our approach on an extended version of the GTFS Madrid Benchmark (Section 7.2), and real-world use cases (Section 7.3). In Section 7.4 we discuss the impact of our approach on the measured metrics.

7.1. Functionality

We integrated our set of 22 test cases (Table 4 of Section 6.1.1) in the RMLMapper v6.3.0 which has 100% coverage for these test cases. With these test cases, we confirm that our approach is implemented correctly in the RMLMapper and covers all possible combinations regarding change advertisement and history availability of the different data collection types.

7.2. GTFS Madrid Benchmark

In this section, we discuss the results obtained for the 2 generation-and-version strategies (Section 6.2) ALL and CHANGE per scenario: (i) scaling data size, (ii) scaling amount of changes, and (iii) different change types. We compare the results of the initial version of the KG (Table 6), and the updates applied upon the initial version (Table 7). We execute each experiment by starting with the base data collection to generate the initial KG and apply the corresponding data collection updates on top of the base data collection. Each experiment is executed 5 times from which the median value is taken for each metric of each data collection version. We report the average of these median metrics e.g. execution time, CPU time, and memory usage across multiple data collection updates in Tables 6 and 7. Storage usage is reported as the sum of KG sizes generated from the base data collection and all its updated data collections (Table 8).

Results show that our approach heavily reduces the storage requirements for storing multiple versions of a KG and reduces execution time and CPU time, without impacting memory usage (Table 7). For the initial KG generation (Table 6), the overhead of our approach causes a slight increase in execution time, storage, and CPU time, while memory usage is mostly unaffected, only the tracking of data collection members by our approach has a slight increase in memory for CHANGE. Our approach remains unaffected by the amount of changes or type of change, being solely impacted by the data collection size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Execution time (s)</th>
<th>CPU time (s)</th>
<th>Peak memory (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>CHANGE</td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSSCALE 1</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>16.18</td>
<td>26.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSSCALE 10</td>
<td>82.15</td>
<td>124.84</td>
<td>129.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSSCALE 100</td>
<td>922.43</td>
<td>1943.38</td>
<td>2260.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSCHANGE 0%</td>
<td>919.25</td>
<td>2736.11</td>
<td>2259.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSCHANGE 25%</td>
<td>914.98</td>
<td>1575.10</td>
<td>2303.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSCHANGE 50%</td>
<td>922.43</td>
<td>1943.38</td>
<td>2260.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSCHANGE 75%</td>
<td>924.12</td>
<td>2357.18</td>
<td>2224.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSCHANGE 100%</td>
<td>912.37</td>
<td>1420.53</td>
<td>2336.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSUPDATE CREATE</td>
<td>990.30</td>
<td>1397.49</td>
<td>2448.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSUPDATE UPDATE</td>
<td>924.16</td>
<td>1910.59</td>
<td>2239.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTFSUPDATE DELETE</td>
<td>929.74</td>
<td>1671.17</td>
<td>2302.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scaling data size Our approach reduces the execution time and resource usage (storage, CPU, and memory) of the different GTFS Madrid Benchmark scales (1, 10, 100) by only materializing the actual changed members of the KG (Figure 4). However, the initial generation of the KG from the base data collection has a longer execution time and higher resource consumption since all data collection members must be checked to initialize the internal state for tracking the members. Moreover, the storage usage increases because of the metadata we generate to indicate that all members were created. When solely considering the data collection changes, the overhead of detecting changes and LDES event stream metadata is mostly noticeable with GTFS\_SCALE 1 (execution time reduced by 30%, no CPU time reduction). For larger GTFS scales the impact of the overhead is less noticeable, since they achieve an overall reduction in execution time (50% faster) and resource usage (CPU time is reduced up to 53%, and up to 8.10x less storage usage). Only for GTFS\_SCALE 10, the memory usage increases since the Java JVM does not perform garbage collection as the Java heap space still has enough free space. This is not the case for GTFS\_SCALE 100 where memory usage is similar again compared to no change detection.

Scaling amount of changes Increasing the amount of changes increases the storage usage with our approach can achieve, while it has no impact on the resource consumption (Figure 5) because each data collection member
Fig. 4. GTFS Madrid Benchmark results for different data scales with a fixed amount of changes (50%). Only results of data collection updates are included, initial execution is not included.

is evaluated regardless of the amount of changes. Similar to scaling the data size, the initial KG generation from the base data collection introduces overhead to initialize the state for tracking the data collection members. When only considering the data collection updates, if no changes are found between 2 versions (0%), only the overhead of generating LDES event stream metadata is affecting storage usage because no members are materialized, resulting in the lowest storage usage (11.7GB in total). Scaling up the amount of changes, increases the storage usage (12.93GB in total).

Type of changes The type of change in GTFS Madrid Benchmark mostly affects storage usage because our algorithms evaluate each data collection member, for each change type (Figure 6). Therefore, CPU and memory usage is unaffected by the type of change. The same overhead of initially generating the KG applies as mentioned in the previous sections. Creations cause a higher storage usage because they result in a higher number of materialized RDF quads. In the case of GTFS-Madrid-Benchmark, properties of new GTFS routes and associated data such as GTFS trips, shapes, etc., must be generated as new triples. Deletions only keep a tombstone of the member, e.g.,
Fig. 5. GTFS Madrid Benchmark results for different amount of changes with a fixed data size (scale 100). Only results of data collection updates are included, initial execution is not included.

Fig. 5. GTFS Madrid Benchmark results for different amount of changes with a fixed data size (scale 100). Only results of data collection updates are included, initial execution is not included.

In this section, we discuss the results obtained from applying our approach over the set of real-world use cases described in Section 6.3, with respect to storage usage, execution time, CPU time, and memory usage. For each use case, we measure these metrics following strategies ALL (no change detection) and CHANGE (using our change detection approach). Table 9 reports the initial execution results, while Table 10 shows the impact of our approach on multiple data collection updates on the measured metrics. We execute each experiment by starting with the base
data collection to generate the initial KG and apply the corresponding data collection updates on top of the base data collection. Each experiment is executed 5 times from which the median value is taken for each metric of each data collection update. We report the average of these median metrics e.g., execution time, CPU time, and memory usage across multiple data collection updates in Tables 9 and 10. Storage usage is reported as the sum of KG sizes generated from the base data collection and all its updated data collections (Table 11). OSM advertises explicitly all changes, thus there is no OSM\textit{ALL}.

We observe that our approach reduces execution time and CPU time without impacting memory usage (Table 10), while also reducing the storage needed to store multiple versions of a KG. For the initial KG generation (Table 9), the overhead of change detection causes a higher execution time, storage, and CPU time, while memory usage is unaffected, similar to the results observed and discussed in Section 7.2.
Table 9
Initial execution results for all real-world use-cases for strategies ALL (no change detection) and CHANGE (with change detection).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Execution time (s)</th>
<th>CPU time (s)</th>
<th>Peak memory (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>CHANGE</td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlueBike</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>7.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCDecaux</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>16.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMBS</td>
<td>151.02</td>
<td>177.11</td>
<td>232.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Lijn</td>
<td>1 516.67</td>
<td>1 542.23</td>
<td>3 101.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMI</td>
<td>534.93</td>
<td>637.28</td>
<td>850.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVC</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>17.94</td>
<td>44.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10
Execution results for all real-life use cases for strategies ALL (no change detection) and CHANGE (with change detection). Only results of data collection updates are included, initial execution is not included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Execution time (s)</th>
<th>CPU time (s)</th>
<th>Peak memory (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>CHANGE</td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlueBike</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>7.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCDecaux</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>16.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMBS</td>
<td>146.98</td>
<td>86.17</td>
<td>227.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Lijn</td>
<td>1 072.17</td>
<td>385.53</td>
<td>2523.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMI</td>
<td>527.95</td>
<td>119.63</td>
<td>845.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVC</td>
<td>17.47</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>41.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11
Storage usage for initial and all updates per strategy of the real-world use cases. Total storage usage is the base collection and the applied updates upon it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Initial storage usage (kb)</th>
<th>Total storage usage (kb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlueBike</td>
<td>108.60</td>
<td>164.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCDecaux</td>
<td>3120.69</td>
<td>3665.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMBS</td>
<td>1 242 672.71</td>
<td>1 319 257.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Lijn</td>
<td>8 705 837.26</td>
<td>10 050 766.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMI</td>
<td>5 130 955.63</td>
<td>5 925 769.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVC</td>
<td>10 581.32</td>
<td>10 957.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>541.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Storage usage  Our approach reduces storage usage by a reduction factor between 3.24 and 315.83 depending on the data collection (Figure 7). We observe a significant reduction in storage use in full history data collections such as KMI, since the history itself does not change across new version releases and is considerably larger than the size of the members created_UPDATED in new versions of the data collection. The same principle applies for data collections that have few changed members on every new version (e.g. VVC). Data collections containing a large number of changes between versions, e.g. NMBS, have a lower reduction in storage usage. The initial KG generation has a higher storage usage for all use cases because all members are generated next to the additional the metadata indicating that each member was created.
CPU time  Similar to execution time, our approach reduces CPU time depending on the data collection size (Figure 7), with a factor up to 4.59. On larger data collections (e.g. KMI, De Lijn, NMBS, or VVC) more members avoid unnecessary materialization, thus obtaining a higher reduction in CPU time. However, smaller data collections (e.g. BlueBike, JCDecaux) have a higher CPU time due to the overhead of continuously applying our change detection approach (7–18% CPU time increase). The initial KG generation causes a higher CPU consumption for all use cases, as the state for each use case is initialized to track each data collection member.

Memory usage  Results show that our approach does not have a significant impact on the memory usage (Figure 7) during the execution of KG generation processes. We attribute this to the compensation effect in our approach: avoiding materializing unchanged members compensates for the memory overhead of detecting changes. NMBS is an exception in this case because the Java JVM does not execute garbage collection while processing this data collection since the heap space is not limited yet. Bigger data collections, e.g. KMI and De Lijn reach the heap space limit, triggering garbage collection. Therefore, memory usage grows and varies more for NMBS compared to the other use cases. VVC use case has a higher reduction in memory because processing XML data is costly regarding memory: when only the changes are processed, only a fraction of the XML is processed and kept in memory, causing a lower memory consumption. The initial KG generation has no impact on memory consumption, similar to processing data collection updates because the same amount of memory is needed to evaluate each data member of the base data collection and the corresponding data collection updates.

7.4. Discussion

Functionality  RMLMapper v6.3.0 has 100% coverage for all the test cases (Table 4). RMLMapper can detect all change types, both explicit and implicit with all identified history advertisement types.

GTFS Madrid Benchmark  Our approach reduces the storage (~6x), execution time (~2x), CPU time (~2x), memory consumption is mostly affected for any of the benchmark scales (data size, amount of changes, and change types). However, the initial KG generation has a higher execution time and consumes more resources because all members are created and tracked by our approach which causes this initial overhead.

Scaling the data size (1, 10, 100) has the most impact for GTFSSCALE 1 because the data collection is rather small which results in a bigger impact of the overhead from tracking data collection members. Therefore, CPU time usage remains the same while execution time has a smaller reduction (-30%) compared the GTFSSCALE 10 and GTFSSCALE 100. Only for GTFSSCALE 10 the memory usage increases because the Java JVM does not perform garbage collection as the Java heap space still have enough free memory. GTFSSCALE 100 is larger which causes the Java JVM to trigger garbage collection, thus lower memory usage. Storage usage is lower for any data size scale (6.56 – 8.12 times).

Scaling the amount of changes (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) increases storage usage when more changes are involved (11.70GB to 12.93GB) since more new versions of data collection members are generated. CPU time usage and memory usage are unaffected because the number of data collection members remains unchanged, each data collection member is evaluated if it was changed or not.

Change types (create, update, delete) mostly affects the storage usage, for created members the storage usage (13.5GB) is higher compared to deleted (11.72GB) or updated members (11.71GB) because the new members that are added to the data collection need to be created. Deletions reduce the storage usage, but not heavily because of deleting a GTFS Route only affects a subset of the data collection. Moreover, a tombstone is still kept to indicate that the member was deleted.

Real-world use cases  Depending on the data size, our approach generates a KG up to 4.41 times faster by only materializing the actual changes into the new version of the generated KG. Besides faster KG generation, the amount of resources is also reduced in terms of storage (factor 3.24–315.83) and CPU time (up to a factor of 4.59) depending on the data collection size. Memory usage is not impacted because the increase of memory usage from our approach for tracking changes is compensated by avoiding materializing the unchanged members.

Detecting changes has an overhead, but it is mitigated when only a certain part of the KG must be regenerated, which is usually the case when processing new versions of data collections in practice. The type of change does not
Fig. 7. Our approach reduces the necessary resources to generate different versions of a KG. Storage is reduced 3.24–315.83 times depending on dataset type. Execution time is reduced between 0.97–4.41 times depending on the dataset type. CPU time usage is reduced 0.85–4.59 times. Memory usage is mostly unaffected.

For smaller data collections (e.g., BlueBike or JCDecaux), the overhead of our approach increases CPU time (+6.96% – +18.12%) and execution time (-0.20% – +2.76%) while storage usage is still reduced (-96.14% – -96.65%). For the initial KG generation from the base data collection, the execution time is longer and more resources are consumed because the internal state must be initialized for tracking all data collection members. Once the data collection members are processed, the execution time is almost the same, but the CPU time is still higher. This is the overhead of tracking each member which impacts smaller data collections more than larger ones. Storage usage is still heavily reduced. Nevertheless, clients consuming the semantically annotated stream of changes in the form of an LDES, could benefit from knowing precisely which parts of the data are created, updated and deleted in the KG. Clients could potentially optimize their consumption based on the type of change.
For larger data collections (e.g., VVC, NMBS, KMI, or De Lijn), our approach has a much larger impact on reducing CPU time usage (-33.57% – -78.22%), storage usage (-69.10% – -99.68%), and execution time (-41.37% – -77.34%) with respect to its overhead, and compared to (re-)materializing the complete data collection as a KG. Note that memory consumption has an increase for NMBS (+38.8%) because the Java JVM did not perform garbage collection as still enough heap memory is free for this use case. Other use cases are impacted by -0.55% – -31.31%.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated how to detect and materialize only data collection updates towards establishing an incremental publishing approach for Knowledge Graphs (KG). We show how our approach reduces execution time and computing resources usage (CPU, memory, and storage).

With this work we establish a trade-off for generating and publishing KGs, where following our approach can lead to significant time and computing resource savings to generate the raw RDF quads of a KG, at the cost of introducing an additional step for change reconciliation. On the other hand, a traditional KG generation is capable of producing an already updated and integrated KG, at the cost of additional computing resources and processing time.

We evaluated our approach on a wide spectrum of different real-world data collections, ranging from weather sensor data to public transport timetables which indicated a reduction in storage (up to 315.83X less), CPU time (up to 4.59X less) and memory usage (up to 1.51X less) while also materializing updates faster into a KG (up to 4.41 times lower execution time). Our approach covers different change communication strategies (explicitly by the data source, or implicitly by silently changing the data), change types (creations, updates, and deletions), and history availability by the data source (latest state, latest changes, or full history data collections).

Thanks to our approach, we provide the means to generate semantically annotated data and metadata from both implicitly and explicitly changed data collections. Therefore, we help to bring more transparency/provenance, in particular to implicitly advertised data collections. We rely on LDES to publish a semantically and structurally described stream of events that could enable data consumers to replicate and continuously synchronize with a data collection, whether their changes are explicitly or implicitly advertised. Furthermore, our approach facilitates and reduces the cost of storing and publishing historic data, which is vital for e.g., data analysis and machine learning applications.

Further research includes expanding the pipeline to investigate the impact on end-to-end performance with triplestores and multiple consumers, investigating optimizations for the proposed change detection algorithms, exploring windowing techniques for streaming data, and involving querying of incremental KGs.
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